
Introducing the Award-
Winning PIX™



PIX™

STRONG
440lbs per shelf

LARGE OR SMALL
Remove divider for a 
larger pick face

FLEXIBLE
Add multipliers for more 

pick faces

EASY TO MOVE
Move complete fixtures 

with FLT

FAST BUILD
Average build time of 3 

mins with no tools

LIGHTWEIGHT
Honeycomb board makes a 
light unit ideal for mezzanines

DURABLE
Strong honeycomb board 
designed for multiple picking 
in busy warehouses without 
losing structural strength

CUSTOMIZABLE SIZES
Fill your bay and 

maximize your space

A completely flexible, robust shelving unit designed to maximize space



Introduction

Click here for a 
short video 

introduction to 
PIX™

(3 mins watch)

https://vimeo.com/548361904


Improving Warehouse Pick Efficiency
Global 3PL Supplier

ISSUE
Space not utilised properly
Long pick time per product

_________

SOLUTION
Remove ground pallet picks and metal shelving

Replace with flexible PIX™ shelving
_________

OUTCOME
50% more product items stored in same space

54% increase in pick efficiency

High Street Fashion Retailer

ISSUE
Multiplier products in same location

Cardboard options not robust, metal too expensive
_________

SOLUTION
Twin style units with flexible horizontal shelving

Up to 96 different locations in pallet space
_________

OUTCOME
9,000 locations delivered within two weeks

8 hours to build entire fleet

Mobile Phone Warehouse

ISSUE
Pallets used as pick locations in open warehouse

Expensive use of space when stock levels reduced
_________

SOLUTION
Topper unit designed to accommodate palletised stock 

below and pick faces above for low stock level items
_________

OUTCOME
5:1 reduction in pallet space requirement

Improved stock rotation and pick efficiency



Supporting Warehouses Across Many Industries





Summary 

✓Slow / medium / fast moving picks

✓Maximizes dead space

✓ ‘Pop-up’ seasonal picks

✓Flexibility in pick face sizes

✓Cost efficient solutions



Introducing PIX™ SLOTS
Ideal for Apparel



Headlines

✓Perfect for fashion items

✓Stronger and longer lasting alternative to cardboard pick 

bins

✓Low cost per pick location

✓Fast build

https://vimeo.com/577141711


Differences 
PIX™ SLOTS 
Examples

PIX™ and PIX™ SLOTS



Some of the Best Sellers
Ask us about custom-made to suit your exact needs at no additional cost



Introducing 
the latest 

addition to 
SLOTS

PIX™ SLOTS



Sustainability 

As with all PALLITE™ products, the entire PIX™

range is made from recycled paper and all units

are 100% recyclable after use. This makes PIX™

an environmentally conscious choice for

businesses wanting to reduce their carbon

footprint and boost their sustainability

credentials.
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